
VIRTUALLY BOOST YOUR
TEAM SPIRIT. PLAYFULLY!  

Are you looking for a new way to experience something

special as a team in virtual space? Something that boosts

the motivation, cohesion, and enthusiasm in your team?

T I N O  E N G E L  P R E S E N T S

THE VIRTUAL TEAM EVENT

WELCOME TO THE POKER TABLE!

https://youtu.be/udPfl-L7rro


Step into the fascinating world of cards and chips, risks and

opportunities, players and people.

Learn about yourself and the people on your team. Playfully

and thrillingly. Grow together as a team under the safe

guidance by a former poker professional and business

trainer.

In addition, get ready to pick up impulses on topics such as

decision-making, dealing with uncertainty, risk, agile

mindset, and self-efficacy. Impulses from which you will

benefit not only in poker but especially in business and life.

And above all: have fun!

Wrapped into little stories and anecdotes. Combined with

sound effects, music, and surprising graphic elements. All

with one goal in mind. Open the doors to an intense

experience as a team packed with (inter)action that will

boost your energy level and stick to your memory for a long

time! And that's not a bluff!

Travel to a fascinating
place...

www.tinoengel.com

https://tinoengel.com/


You don't need any prior knowledge of poker for this

online event. That'll be conveyed in video form in advance

or optionally live 30 minutes prior to the event.

Ideal as a team event, kick-off, or incentive.

No software download is necessary (only Zoom or MS

Teams).

Maximum live feeling as you will sit at a real poker table

and your cards will be streamed directly to your

smartphone. Hence, you'll hold your cards literally "in your

hands".

Intense atmosphere thanks to a combination of music,

sound effects, graphical elements, and zoom effects. 

The number of participants can be freely selected

between 5 and 15 players (with 6+ players the game is

played in teams of two or three).

The duration of the event is 2 hours (+ optionally 30

minutes for the live introduction of the game right before

the event).

Interested? I'll happily invite you for a quick demo into my

poker room!

Simply email te@tinoengel.com to schedule an appointment.

Details

www.tinoengel.com

https://tinoengel.com/


And I find my personal wealth in supporting people and teams

in opening new doors. To enter new "playing fields" and to

discover new opportunities.

Just like you, I know that a good and productive Team

atmosphere does not happen by accident. It's rather the result

of mutual appreciation, empathy, change of perspective,

clarity, and reflection.

Accompanying teams on this part drives me. Pushed by my

passion for communication and psychology, for poker,

improvisational theatre, and "Learning by playing" in the

broadest sense.

Always focussing on first-hand experience and 

practice rather than overwhelming theoretical 

sessions. And always the advancement of the 

Teams in mind. That is my personal definition 

of success.

Or, to say it with Jim Carrey:

"The influence you have on others

is the most valuable currency there is. "

With this in mind - I look forward to 

meeting you!

Hello, my name is Tino Engel,

www.tinoengel.com

https://tinoengel.com/

